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Abstract 
Identity, Intimacy and Sex Differences 
by 
Mary Ann Kacerguis , Master of Science 
Utah State Univers ity, 1978 
Major Professor: Dr. Gerald R . Adams 
Department: Family and Human Development 
Ego identity and intimacy statuse s Were determined for 88 
vi 
college students, 44 men and 44 women, and related to eac h o ther a nd 
to n)easures of intin1acy-isolation, loving and liking. Sex dilferencel:; 
were also investigated. Identity achievement s ubje cts were mo r e likely 
to be engaged in illt-illlate relationships . Students h aving foreclosure, 
moratorium, and diffusion identities were va riable in their intima cy 
statuses. A stronger association exists between intimacy and l oving than 
i n tima cy and liking. While no signifi cant sex differences were found on 
the overall ego identity and intimacy comparisons, subscale differences 
were noted. The evidence suggests identity achievement status is pre-
dictive of highly intimate relations, while fo reclosure, moratorium, and 
diffus i on identities are highly va riable . 
( 59 pages) 
Introduction 
In Erikson's (1968) theory of ego development, each individual 
at various stages in their life time, is faced with particular dilemmas 
that must be resolved to acquire a strong ego identity and r;>ature per~ 
sonality structure which enables one to deal effectively with the social 
environment. Each stage in Erikson's theory delineates specific crises. 
In clarifying what is meant by crisis, Donovan (1975) has defined crisis 
as "a deductive turning point which is followed either by greater health 
and ITlaturity or by a greater weakness" (p. 38). Therefore, successful 
resolution uf each stage, prior to adolescence , increases onels psycho-
social strength and capacity to establish a positive identity . Hence, ego 
identity, as a specifi c outcome in human development, is formed through 
a process of psychosocial development. 
Each adolescent faces a specific and difficult crisis-- a psycho-
social struggle to establish an identity which, according to Erikson, is 
a prerequisite for making adult decis ions. Acquisition of an identity 
involves the awareness of one's individuality and the achievement of a 
continuity between the past and the present. 
Ego identity then ... is the awa reness of the fact that there is a 
selfsamene ss and continuity to the ego's synthe sizing me thods, 
the style of one's individuality and the sameness and continuity 
of one's meaning for significant othe rs in the immediate com-
munity. (Erikson, 19 68, p. 50) 
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Adolescents reflect upon and observe how they perceive others judging 
them in relation to their own self- perceptions. Significant others, 
parents , teachers, and friends are used to help provide a sense of 
stability and continuity between that which has to be during the long 
years of childhood and that which promises to become in the anticipated 
future. An adole scent's awarenes s of he r Ihis individuality and con-
tinuity of self- image is abete'd 'by continuity and st;'bility i n the im~~d'iate 
environment. 
The major psychosocial dilemma during extended adolescence is 
reflected in i dentity resolution or identity diffusion. This psychosocial 
crisis i s resolved when the adolescent not only experiences physical 
changes, ge nital growth and cognitive deve lopme nt but is also under 
social pres s ure to face responsibility of approaching adulthood (Erikson, 
19 68). An adolescent in search of an ide ntity is not yet psychosocially 
mature (Maier, 19 69 ). ill a successful resolution of this stage the 
adolescent makes decisions conce rning ideological issues of religion, 
vocational choice, and p olitics. The future is based on past and recent 
cris es or experiences. Through these experiences an adolescent 
acquires a coherent sense of being- -a knowledge of who one is and what 
o ne w ishes to become. Ii the cris is fails to become resolved, the out-
come will b e i de ntit y diffusion , Ira split of self images Ir (Erikson, 1968, 
p. 212), a la c k of inner unity or oneness. 
ill Erikson's theo ry, young adulthood likewise requires a resolu-
tion of interpersonal relations. Can one commit oneself to a significant 
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other in a medningful wa y? A bstra ctly speaking, a successful res o lu-
tion would be the fusing of on e ' s ide ntity with another. The antithesis 
is an individual who refrains H orn e stablishing any type of interpersonal 
relationships for lear of identity fusion. 
Further, Greenberger and Sorensen (1974) have proposed a 
theory of psychosocial maturity whi c h unlike Erikson's model is more 
typologIcal tha'n development ;d ~ ' H ow e ve r, 'both theoretical 'positions 
suggest a relationship between identity and the development of intimacy, 
The basic as sumptions being, that one must know one self before one is 
able to unde rstand another Spec ifically, Greenbe r ge r and Sorensen 
have integrated the concepts of identity and intimacy int o their model of 
psychosocial maturity, implying that a self-made identity and ability to 
communicate and intf'ract warmly with another are essential to the 
development of a healthy personality . Therefore, one who has an ide ntit y 
and is capable ot an intimate relationship would, according to the ir 
theory, be a psychosocially mature adult. In summary, both models 
would suggest the stronger one 's identity, the more likely an individual 
will be capable of attaining a deep interpersonal corr.mitment. 
Problem 
Carlson ( 1971) in a review of personality research, has noted 
several deficiencies in available research. First, the ratio of male to 
female subjects in personality research is 2 to I Second, males and 
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females are infrequently used in the same study. Thirdly, numerous 
studies neglect to report sex variations or the proportions of males and 
females sampled. Limited curiosity in sex differences is evidenced by 
the neglect of more than 50% of the research to test for such differences 
despite evidence of significant sex differences found in 74% of 51 studies 
examined (Carlson, 1971). 
In gen eral, persona:lity research, inCluding inlrestigations bn 
identity and intimacy formation, fa il to examine sex differences in a 
systematic manner. To date, there has been no research utilizing both 
males and females to test for sex differences in identity and intimacy 
formation . Further, little is known about the relationship between 
identity formation and intimacy- -although a number of theoretical specu-
lations have been formulated in past years. 
P urpose 
Erikson asserts that all adolescents eventually face an identity 
cris is but in spite of his inclusive statement there has been a dearth of 
studies utilizing both Dlale and fe male subjects. Erikson has inferred 
that identity precedes intimacy but little is actually known about this 
proposed interrelationship, especially for females. We lack a comparable 
basis from which to compare the sexes in terms of how personal resolu-
tions of identity and intimacy differ between the sexes. Little empirical 
evidence can be found to support the belief that identity resolution must 
precede intimacy formation, in particular for females. Little is known 
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about the de ve l opmental process of achieving an identity and forming 
intima te bonds. 
Theoretical conceptualizations a re in disagreement. Josselson 
(1973) hypothesizes identity formation for women is merged with inti-
macy while for men, Eriks on (19 63 ) contends identity is a pre condition 
for intimacy. Therefore, the intent of this investigation is to substan-
tiate and to des c ribe the existence of possible sex differences. 
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Review of Literature 
This review of the ego identity research specifically deals with 
(a) what is meant by ego identity, (b) at what time in a person's life ego 
identity form~t~on :a~es ,p~a?e, ,(c) how t~e c.onc ,e~t ,h~s b~en , o?e,r~t~o,:,a ,- , 
lized for research purposes and (d) an examination of research findings 
which lead us to suspect sex diffe rences in ego identity formation. 
Further a delineating of (e) the importance of intimacy as a theoretical 
construct in Erikson's theor y of development, (f) implications of intimacy 
for attaining a psychosocially mature adulthood, (g) its operational 
definition and relationship to identity formation, will be completed. 
From these two reviews specific testable hypotheses are advanced. 
Ego Identity 
Erikson (1963) has defined his construct of ego identity as "the 
accrued confidence that the inne r sameness and continuity prepared in 
the past are matched by the sameness and continuity of one's meaning 
for others, as evidenced in the tangible promise of a career" (pp. 261-
262). In essence, the adolescent faces a critical development task to 
establish an ego identity. Successful completion of the task gives the 
individual "a sense of knowing where one is going and an inner assured-
ness of anticipated recognition from those who aren't" (Erikson, 1959, 
pp. 118-119). In other words, a person who has acquired a sense of 
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identity sees themselves as a separate being, has an integrated self 
definition, is consistent in dealing with the world, is committed to a 
career and ideology, and has a definite way of perceiving the world. 
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Marcia (1966) ha s operationalized Erikson's ego identity forma-
tion into four identity statuses: identity achievement, moratorium, fore-
c losure, and identity diffusion. Two criteria, crisis and commitment, 
determine the location of an individual in a particular identity status. 
"Crisis refers to the adolescents period of engagement in choosing 
among meaningful alternatives; commitment refers to the degree of 
personal investment the individual exhibits" (Marcia, 19 66, p. 551). 
According to these criteria, identity achievement individuals have gone 
throu gh a period of crises and ha ve made commitments to an occupation 
and ideology based on their own evaluations (see Table 1). Moratorium 
individuals arc currently undergoing a period of cr i sis and are in the 
process of making formal commitments and values. Individuals in the 
foreclosure status have encountered no crisis but have adopted parental 
commitments and values. Identity diffusion individuals have made no 
commitments and are not struggling with any crisis. With age, one 
gains a greater sense of ego identity by progressing developmentally, 
along a continuum from the identity diffusion status to the identity 
achievement status. 
Research indicates that the college years are critical years of 
identity formation, where reevaluation of ideas, attitudes and beliefs 
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Table 1 
A Conceptual Summary of Identity Statuses 
Commitment 
Crisis Yes No 
Yes Achievement Moratorium 
No Foreclosure Diffusion 
occur. Waterman and Goldman (1976) evaluated male students in their 
freshman and senior years. Overall, significant changes in identity 
statuses were found, indicating a shift towards identity achievement 
during the four years of college. Other longitudinal research supports 
this developmental trend (Waterman & Waterman, 1971). 
Research using males and females report some striking sex 
difference s . Constantinople (J 9 69) ha s reported significant differences 
in identity resolution for men from their freshman to their senior years, 
but n ot for women. At the end of 4 years of college, more men have 
resolved their identity tha n fema les. Perhaps, the motivating force 
differs according to sex--for men it is an occupation, for women it is 
social action (Douvan & Kay, 19 62 ). It seems likely, that for most 
women identity is not a function of occupation. They are likely t o go 
through a longer period of identity diffusion . Most women eventually 
see themselves as having to make a choice between a career and 
marriage w hich may defer identity achievement until time of marriage. 
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Josselson's (1973) study of senior college women gives support 
to Constantinople ' s findings. Results showed that identity in women is 
not primarily dependent upon occupational or ideological choices but 
rather upon interpersonal relationships and intimacy considerations. 
The data suggested that intimacy is a more important component of a 
woman's identity than a man's. In reporting her findings, she states 
"few 'of them [women} a're deeply committed to ' ide"ol"ogical 6r' p'ol"iticid' 
values, the center of Erikson's concept of identity. The ideologies they 
have are primarily interpersonaL .. " (p . II). Similarly, LaVoie ( 1976) 
has recognized sex differences in the component s of identity. "Voca-
tional identity seems to pia y a more central role in identity forma tion in 
males .. . whereas identity formation is more aligned with affiliation in 
fema l e s" (p. 382). 
Sex differences in identity forma tion have also been suggested by 
Toder and Marcia (1973). They cont end that in our society, it is expected 
that a woman will derive her identity f rom her husband. This implies 
(1) that identity formation in a woman takes a longer period of time to 
formalize than men and (2) until a woman finds a husband she define s her 
identity in terms of parental va lues and expectations. Males are re-
quired to form "a sense of separate identity" (Schenkel, 197 5, p. 75) and 
are expected to go through an identity crisis (Ma r cia & Freedman, 1970) 
unlike women who are expected to maintain a flexible identity (diffusion) 
for a l onge r period of time. 
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In conclusion. according to Erikson! s de velopm.ental framework, 
by lat e adolescence, one has faced the cris is of identity achievement 
versus identity diffusion and has h opefully resolved the dilemma success-
fully This means knowledge about the past will become integrated with 
the present while future commitments are made to a career and iJcology. 
For most, the resolution of the identity crisis occurs during the college 
years although this may not be the case for females. Women seem to 
have an extended period of identity diffusion; achieving their identity by 
deriving it from their husband's status. 
It has been suggested that the female identity is primarily associ-
ated with e sta blishing inte rpe r sonal or intimate relationships. Howe ve r, 
male identity seems to be largely a funct ion of occupational choice. 
This evidence leads the author to expec t sex differences in the identity 
fo rmation prace s~_ 
Intimacy 
After adolescents achieve an identity, they face another crisis --
intimacy versus isolation. Intimacy is defined by Erikson as "a fusing 
of identities ... " (1968, p. 135) It is "the capacity to commit [oneself} 
to concrete affiliations and partnerships and to develop the ethical 
strength to abide by such commitments even though they may call fo r 
significant sacrifices and compromises " (Erikson, 19 63, p 263). If 
intimacy is not achieved, impersonal or superfi cial interpersonal 
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relationships form. Such an individual is fearful that a fusion of his 
identity with that of another will result in loss of identity even with close 
pe e r affiliations. 
A psychosocially mature adolescent is one who has achieved an 
identity and has established intimate relationships. Adulthood is 
attained not only through commitment to a specific career but also by a 
commitment to a: pers'on of 'the 'opp'osite sex' as a 'aiarr'ia'ge pa 'rtr"h. 
This commitment consists of the partners sharing in each other's life 
and the ability to contribute to the development of each other's potential. 
"Ego identity acquires its final strength in the meeting of mates whose 
identity is complimentary in some essential point and can be fused in 
marriage without the creating of a dangerous discontinuity of tradition ... " 
(Maier, 1969, p. 69). 
Orlofsky (1969) has operationalized the intimacy crisis into five 
outcome 5: intimate, preintirnate, stereotyped, pseudointimate, and 
isolate relationships styles. Each are ways of coping with interpersonal 
relationships. According to Orlofsky (1969): 
The intimate individual forms deep (open, close) relationships 
with male and female friends and is involved in an enduring 
commited love relationship with a girl friend or wife. The peer 
rela tionships of the preintima te re semble those of the intimate 
with the exception that the former has not entered into an enduring 
heterosexual love relationship. He i s ambivalent about commit-
ment and tries to develop what he may call "pu re " love r elation-
ships devoid of ties and obligations. The stereotyped relationship 
individuals maintain relationships with male and (sometimes) 
female friends. However these relationships tend to be super-
ficial. The pseudointimate has entered into a somewhat perma-
nent heterosexual love relationship , but this like other relation-
ships lacks closeness and depth . The isolate withdraws from 
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social situations and with the exception of a few casual acquain-
tances w ith whom he talks after class, lacks personal relation-
ships with peers" (p. 75). 
The criterion Orlofsky (1975) used to identi fy the subjects 
intimacy status in his interviews were the following three categor ies : 
(I) presence of close relationships with peers, (2) commitments to an 
endurin g love relationship, and (3) de pth versus superficiality of rela-
tionshlps. R,{tings ' were' based on Or l ofsky's e t ' al., '(1 '973) manua l. 
Orlofsky's inter view data indicated that for males the depth of r elation-
ship is a more important component of intimacy than heter sexual com-
mitments ;contacts). 
Further , Orlofsky ( 1976) compared the int imacy status of 66 male 
college students. Fifty had male partners and 16 ha d fema l e partne rs, 
with a partner perception task and found that intimate and preintimate 
subjects we r e more perceptive of their partner's needs than pseudointi-
mate a n d stereotyped re lations subjects. More intimates and ps eu do-
intimates brought w ith them fema le partners who were similar to them 
on their intimacy status. The res ults supported the hypothesis that 
intimate and pre intimate individuals are open, sensitive, and under-
standing of their friends. The re suit s also indicate that intimate s are 
more likely to be involved with h etersexual relationships than thos e of 
lower intimacy statuses. 
There is resear ch t o sugges t a relationship between identity and 
intima cy. Orlofsky et a., (1973) found important relationships between 
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identity and intimacy statuses for 53 junior and senior college s t udents. 
Identity achieved and moratorium individuals were significantly higher 
in their intimacy status than foreclosure and identity diffusion subjects. 
Identity diffusion males received the lowest score on the intimacy-
isolation scale. Intimate plus preintimate subjects scored the highest 
on the scale with pseudointimate and stereotyped relationships scoring 
subjects are more likely to have intiIYlate relationships. Suggesting, 
ident i ty achieveIYlent IYlay be a prerequisite for heterosex ual attachment 
in young adulthood for IYlales. 
Further, Donovan (1974) has found an added relationship between 
identity status and the type of inte rper sonal relationships attained. The 
results f rom a followup study of 30 IYlales (Marcia, 1975) showed a 
relationship between current identity status and intinlacy status. The 
intiIYlate plus preintimate status had significantly IYlore identity achieve-
IYlent subjects. Those that Were high in identity were high in intimacy. 
Once again, data suggests identity IYlay be an antecedent to intimacy, at 
least for men, as hypothesized by Erikson. Although identity and inti-
IYlacy seem to be related, sex differences seeIYl likely. Erikson (1968) 
doe s sugge st the existence of sex diffe rence s in his developIYlental fr aIYle-
work. Schenkel and Marcia ( 1972) have evidence which indicates that 
intimacy is a IYlore iIYlportant component to feIYlale s than IYlale s identity. 
"Identity as a process or state does not differ for IYlen and WOIYlen, but 
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the issues around which this process occurs may differ for both sexes 
and across time within sexes" (p. 481). Schenkel and Marcia (1972) 
suggest that the female identity may include components different from 
those of men. Indeed, their data suggest girls are more interpersonally 
oriented. Females tend to estimate their work in terms of int erpersonal 
acceptance and by the evaluation of oth-ers (LaVoie, 197 6). The identity 
of males i's 'centered aro'und ' vocational choice while id';ntity for fe";ales 
is more dependent on affiliation, (Douvan & Adelson, 1966) and being a 
mother and wife (Constantinople, 1969). 
Hypotheses 
The next crisis after identity ve rsus identity diffusion to be faced 
by the young adult is intimacy versus isolation. Five resolutions are 
possible: intimate, pre intimate , stereotyped relation" pseudointimate 
and isolate. Res'H 1" , II suggests it relationship belwt, n identity and 
intimacy. Those high in their identity status tend to score higher on the 
intimacy-isolation scale. Those having low identity status tend to score 
low on the scale. This leads the author to hypothesize the higher the 
identity status the more likely one will ha ve intimate r elationships. 
Sex differences have also been implied in regards to the relation-
ship between identity and intimacy status. The male ' s identity seems 
to be independent of intimate relationships. F or females, on the other 
hand, intimacy plays a more important role in their identity. This 
leads the author to hypothesize that a male's ego identity is separate 
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from but related to his intima c y status. Therefore, it would seem to 
follow that a male ' s identity is predictive of his intimacy status. A 
female's identity is more closely related to her intimacy status, which 
is indicated by previous research. rherefore the author hypothesizes 
that a female's identity is not predictive of her intimacy status because 
of the necessary fusion of identity and intimacy, in our culture, which 
requires an extended co~'rnitment between a fern~le and male, such as 
in marriage. 
Summary 
Identity and intimacy are important constructs in Erikson's 
theory of ego development. They are also crucial to the development 
toward a psychosocially mature adulthood. Such a pe rson has made 
convic tions of their own choosing and has also ITlCidp. a commit.rnent to 
an enduring love 1l" l,rlionship . Men es t ablish their i Jent ity earlier than 
fema l es, an indication of sex differences in regards to identit y formation. 
The literature suggests a relationship between identity and 
intimacy; however, sex differences are also indicated. Intimacy seems 
to be a more vital component of a female's identity while a male's 
identity is more closely associated to occupational choice. Identity and 
intimacy , for men, seem to be sepa rat e conceptualizations while being 
more closely related for female s. 
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Methods 
Instruments 
Marcia's (1966) 15-30 minute semistructured interview was 
used to determine the subject's identity status (See Appendix A). The 
questions pertain to crisis and cornrnitInent in three areas: occupat i on, 
religion and politics. Marcia's (1964) scoring manual was used to 
evaluate each of the three areas . 
The Ego-Identity Incomplete Sentence Blank (EI-ISB) scale 
consists of twenty-three incon"lplete senten ce items w h ich require t h e 
subject to complete each sentence "expressing his real feelings" (See 
Appendix B). Each sentence item was rated on a 1- 3 scal e which 
revealed an identi!. ) score. The EI-ISB assesses the ove r all measure 
of identity achievemen t. 
O r lofsky's Intimacy Interview is a 20-30 minute semistructured 
interview t o determine intimacy s tatus. It w as used to evaluate (1) 
"the presence or absence of close relationships with peers ; (2) the 
presence of commitme nt to an endur i ng hetersexual love relationship; 
(3) depth v er sus superficiality of relationship" (Orlofsky, 1976, p. 78) 
(See Appendix C) . Intimacy rat ings were scored by using the Orlofsky 
et al., (1973) rating manual. Each subject was assigned a rating based 
on depth of female relation ships using the depth of relationships and 
heterosexual commitment criteria (Intimate, Stereotyped, Isolate, 
P seudointimate, Preintimate). 
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Yufit's (1956) Intimacy Isolation Questionnaire was used as a 
second assessment of interpersonal relations. This scale consists of 
20 items to differentiate between two types of individuals- -the intimate 
and the isolate (See Appendix D). 
Rubin's Love S~ale co";sists of a 13 itenn measure'nnent device. 
His 13 item liking scale was also included (See Appendix E and F). 
The purpose of the love scale was to score a surnmed nneasure of three 
connponents of love: attachment (a need or desire to be in the other 
person's presence); caring (a concern for the othe r's happiness and 
welfare); and intinnacy (self-disclosure) with respect to one's dating 
partner. Once again, this as se s sment allowed for an added nneasure 
of depth in interpprRonal relations . 
Eighty-eight (88) junior and senior college students, 44 males 
and 44 females were obtained as volunteer subjects fronn the East and 
West High Rise Dornns, the housing facilities for nnen and wonnen at 
Utah State University and fronn clas ses offered in the Department of 
Fannily and Human Development. Predonninantly , the ages ranged 
fronn 19-25. These participants were approached for participation . 
A 97% agreennent to participate was achieved. See Table 2 for denno-
graphic data. 
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Table 2 
Demographic Characteristics of the Sample Population 
n 
Classrank 
JW1iors 53 
Seniors 35 
Sex 
Males 44 
Females 44 
Major 
Physical Sciences 32 
Social Science s 27 
Humanities 3 
Arts 4 
Business 7 
Education 15 
Age 
18-20 29 
21-23 46 
24+ 13 
Religious Affiliation 
LDS 27 
Catholic 15 
Prote stants 4 
Other 42 
19 
Procedure 
This study is a replication and extension of the Orlofsky et al. , 
(1973) study. Orlofsky et al. limited themselves to male college 
students, while this study is an extension of their procedure using both 
male and female subjects. Additional instruments have also been 
included. The instruments administered were as follows: Marcia's 
Identity 'Statu's Intervi~w (l966), the Ego-Identity Incompl~te Se~tenc~ 
Blank (EI-ISB) (Marcia, 1966), Orlofsky's Intimacy Interview (l976), 
Yufit 's Intimacy and Isolation Scale (I 956), a nd Rubin's Loving and 
Liking Scale (1970). The first three measures were previously used 
by Orlofsky (l976). The latter two measures have been added to pro-
vide additional predictive validity. 
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Results 
Interrater Reliability 
While one individual rated all 88 interview protocols, a random 
sample of 15% of the~e , prot,,!c?ls w<;,re rated ind~pel'd,e,?qy , by tw,o r~t",rs. 
On the Orlofsky Intimacy Interview (1976) an 82% agreement rate was 
obtained on the five intimacy stage categorizations. The Marcia (1966) 
Ego-Identity Status interrater reliability reached a 100% rate of agree-
rnent on the overall placement of students into one of four identity 
statuses. Percentage of agreement on the subscales of occup ational, 
religious and political ego-identity ranged from 73% to 100%, with a 
mean interrater agreement of 91 %. A correlation between the two 
independent ratillgs on the MarCia Ego-Identity In culfiplete Sentence 
Blank scores, reached an acceptable level of significance, E. = .86, 
£ < .001. 
Furthermore, students in the four egO-identity statuses varied 
as expected on their egO-identity incomplete sentence blank scores, 
£(3.84)= 33.28, £< .001. Simple effects analyses indicated diffused 
students (~=32.11, sd= 3.02) were the least likely to have a stable 
identity, while identity achievement students (M= 39 . 52 , sd= 3 .23) 
were the most stable identity group. Foreclosed (~= 37.50, sd = I. 95) 
and moratorium (~= 36.58, sd = 2.08) students did not differ from each 
Zl 
other but were significantly more ego-identity stable than their diffused 
peers but less so than the identity achievement youth. Collectively, 
these data were considered to be evidence of an acceptable level of 
interrater reliability. 
Identity and Intimacy 
in several ways. The overall measure of ego-identity achievement 
(EI-ISB) was not significantly associated with the Yufit intimacy measure 
(r =.07, E.< .Z6), or the Rubin liking (2:.=-.01, ns) or loving (2:.= .0Z,ns) 
scores. However, the stage measures of ego-identity and intimacy 
present a somewhat different picture . The four identity statuses were 
compared on the five intimacy levels, with the isolated, pseudo-inti-
mate and stereotyped categories combined into a low intin1ate group 
while the preinbl1ldLe and inli,nate catego ries were treated as a high 
intimate comparison group. 
Z 
Although nonsignificant, ~ (3) = 6.60, 
E. <.08, there was a trend toward an identity and intimacy relationship 
on the total interview status score. Subcategory cOll1parison s revealed, 
in particular, that identity achievement status youth were more inclined 
to be in the high (750/0) than low (Z60/0) intimate category, XZ(I } = 5. Z6, 
E. <.05. This evidence supports the hypothesis that identity achievement 
is likely to precede and potentially be predictive of intimacy formation. 
Further, a comparison of uncommited (Diffusion and Moratorium) and 
commited (Foreclosure and Identity Achievell1ent ) identity status groups 
22 
within the low and high intimacy categories revealed important differ-
ences. Uncommited students were more inclined than their commited 
2 peers to be low intimates, ~ (1) = 5.24, E. < .05. No significant differ-
ences were observed between these two groups in the high intimate 
2 
category, ~ (1) = . 02,~. When categories are collapsed, into a 
commited ve rsus uncommited comparison, diffusion and moratorium 
students were found to be more likely in low than high intimate cate -
gories. These findings suggest an unresolved identity crisis may be 
as predictive of low intimacy as identity achievement is of highly inti-
mate relations. 
Inspection of frequencies and proportions of each identity status 
within each intimacy category in Table 3 indicate the results of this 
study are generally consistent with those reported bv Orlofsky et a1. , 
(1973). The Orlofsky et aI., (1973 ) data shows thai identity achieve-
ment individuals were found to be higher in intimacy status than those 
of the low identity statuses (Moratorium, Foreclosure, Diffusion). 
Uncommited individuals (Diffusion) were more likely to be found in the 
low intimacy statuses (Pseudoint imat e , Stereotyped, Isolate). 
Similar trends were found in this study with the combined male 
and female data. Identity achievement students were more likeiy to be 
the most intimate. Those low in identity (Diffusion) Were more likely 
to be lower in intimacy than achievement individuals. However, diffu-
sion or moratorium status did not necessarily preclude the student to 
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Tdble 3 
Frequencies and Proportions of Identity· Statuse s 
in Intimacy Statuses 
-----------.~-- ---- . -- ------------
J nt i 1~1,~ tl' StcrvoIYJl, ·d 
(ill:irl\;lt(· n·bliollShips 
SOllrcc and (pseuduinl im.)tu lsolate 
IH\ill~ill ... al .. -..) and 
stereotyped 
relationships) 
----------------
Orlofsky ct aI., (1973) Achic'\'\';nt'nl (9) . 82 (2) , .'18 (0) • OD ' 
Moraloriulll (7) .6·\ ( I) .27 (0) . 09 
Foreclosure (2) . 18 (7) .64 (2) . 18 
Diffusi(J)1 (0) .00 (8) .67 (4) .33 
Thesis Data Achiev(' l11ent ( 17) .74 (4) .17 (2) .09 
(M.:\lC!s & Females) 
Moralorium (II) .46 (7) .29 (6) .25 
Forcclosul'C (6) .42 (4) .29 (4) .29 
Diffu sion (II) . 41 (6) .22 (10) .37 
Thesis Data Achieve ment (8) .73 (I) .09 (2) .18 
(Males) 
M,orator ium (5) .42 (2) .16 (5) .42 
Forcdosu rc (4) .57 (I) .14 (2) .29 
Diffusion (6) .43 (3) .21 (5) .36 
Thesis Data Achievement (9) .75 (3) .25 (0) .00 
(Female s) 
Moratorium (6) . 50 (5) .42 ( I ) .08 
Foreclosure (2) .29 (3) .42 (2) .28 
Diffusion (5) .38 (3) .23 (5) .38 
NOTE; NUl'nbcrs in parenth c!';cs aTC' frcqlh' lIci cs while th os e in percentage furm rcprt:!scnt 
proporlions in each identity status and th e corresponding intimacy cat<'gorics. 
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a specifi c level of intimacy. Therefore both s tudies suggest a theo-
retically meaningful relationship between identity and intimacy. 
The overall identity status score, however, consists of three 
subscales. Therefore, further analyses were completed on the relation-
ship between occupational , religious, and political ego-identity statuses 
and intimacy formation. Occupati onal identity was significantly as soci-
ated with level of l.nhmac'y ?i.2 (3) = 9. 10 , 1'.' < .'03. biffu~ion status 
students we r e more likely to be in l ow (7 7%) than high (23 %) intimate 
. 2 
categorIes, ?i. (1 ) = 4.9, 1'. < .05. In compar is on, ide ntity achievement 
s tudents were mor e inclined toward high (65%) than low (35%) intimac y 
. 2 
formatlOn stages, ?i. (1) = 2.94, 1'. < .08. Once again these data confirm 
t h e hypothesis that individuals with an unresolved identity are unlikely to 
form intimate relationships while identity achievement is predictive of 
intimacy formation. Further, no Significant relationship was observed 
between political identit y status and intimacy, ~2 (3) = 2. 61, ns. [How-
ever, uncommitted identity s tatus students (Diffusion and Moratorium 
subjects) were significantly more likely to be low in intimacy than com-
mitted students, (foreclosure and achievement persons) t (1) = 5 . 23, 
1'. < .05. 1 Finally, although religi ous identity was not directly associated 
2 
with intimacy, ~ (3)= 2.85, .E < .10, committed identity status (Achieve-
ment and foreclosure students) were more inclined toward high intimary 
stage formation than their uncommitted peers, (Diffusion and Moratorium 
individuals) ~2 (1) = 3.74, 1'. < . 06 . 
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A comparison of the three identity subs cales revealed occupa-
tional identity was related t o intimacy. Identity achievement individuals 
were more likely to be highe r in intimacy than diffusion students. For 
the religious and political identity, more committed than uncommitted 
students were high in intimacy. These findings support the hypothesis. 
Those students in a high or committed identity status were higher in 
intimacy in compariso~ to th';s~ ~f lower or u:ncommitted identity 
statuses. It should be noted, however, that due to the small sample 
size that for some of the measures significance was not found until dif-
fusion and moratorium students were collapsed into an uncommitted 
group while foreclosure and identity achievement students were com-
bined into a committed group. Nonetheless, the findings were in the 
expected direction. 
Sex Differences 
While no significant sex differences were observed on the ove r-
all ego-identity status comparison for male and female students, cer-
tain differences were found on the identity status subscales. A signifi-
2 
cant interaction between sex and religious identity status, ~ (3) = 19.04, 
.E. < .007, revealed more males (21 %) than females (4%) were in a state 
of moratorium, while more females (50%) than males (18%) were in a 
state of identity achievement. Religious identity disregards religiousity 
and affiliation and refers to a self perception framework. A nonsigni-
2 
ficant trend, ~ (3) = 7.06, .E.< .07, toward an interaction between sex 
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and political identity status revealed more diffused females (680/0) than 
males (450/0), with more moratorium males (160/0) than moratorium 
females (20/0). No significant interaction was observed on the occupa-
2 
tiona 1 identity subscale, ~ (3) = 1. 35, ns. Surprisingly the same 
proportion of males to females were found on the occupational identity 
subscale. However, more females had acquired a religious identity, 
while more mates than' fema'les had, at the time of th'is' study, ' b 'een 
searching for a political identity. This may reflect a cultural bias 
toward religion being viewed as a female world, while politics may be 
viewed as a male role. 
The relationship between identity status and intimacy was 
assessed separately by sex. First, sex differences were tested on 
the overall identity status measure. No significant interaction was 
.22 
observed with the male, ~ (3) = 2.95, ns , or fem~ le, ~ (3) = 4.98, 
.E. < .20, student samples. However, uncommitted males were more 
inclined than committed males toward low levels of intimacy, ~2 (1) = 
3.72, .E. < .06. Second, sex differences were assessed on the three 
subscales of the egO-identity status measure and i ntimacy formation . 
While there was no significant relationship for females between occupa -
tional identity status and intimacy formation , a nonsignificant trend 
2 
emerged for males, ~ (3) = 6.54, .E. < .08 . More diffused males wer e 
observed in the low (800/0) than high (200/0) intimate groups, while more 
achieved males were in high (670/0) than low (330/0) int imate stages . No 
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significant interaction was observed for males or females on r eligious 
identity, however, committed females were more inclined than their 
uncommitted peers in the high intimacy category to maintain a strong 
2 intimat e relationship, ~ 0)= 6.54 , .E. < . 0 2. Finally, for males only, 
a nonsignificant, but meaningful trend, was obse r ved between political 
2 identity and intimacy formation, ~ (3) = 5.98, .E. < • lO. More political 
diffused males were observ~d' to be low (60%) than high (40%) inti;"~t~s ', 
while achieved students were more likely to be high (860/0) rather than 
low 04%) intimates. For males occupational and political identities 
were predictive of specific intimacy levels. However, for fema les , 
religious identity was associated with a high level of intimacy. 
Again, an inspection of frequencies a nd proportions of each 
identity status within the intimacy categories in Table 3 individually 
for males and females, suggests a relationship betw een identity status 
and intimacy. Although no significant sex differences we re fo und, 
some trends were evident. In keeping with results found by Orlofsky 
et al., (973), identity achievement males we r e higher in intimacy in 
comparison to those of lower identity statuses. Generally, the majority 
of diffusion males were found to b e in the lower intimacy statuses but 
diffusion males are more spread out in the intimacy statuses than 
Orlofsky ' s males. Foreclosure males were found to be in higher 
intima te cat egories than males in Orlofsky's study. Further, mora-
torium males were found to be equally as likely to be intimate as 
isolated . 
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Identity achievement and moratorium fema les were more likely 
to be found in the high intimacy statuses, similar to the pattern of 
Orlofsky's males. Foreclosure and diffusion females Were more spread 
out among the intimacy statuses compared to the males in Orlofsky's 
study. However, the majority of foreclosure (700/0) and diffu s i on (610/0) 
females were observed to be in the lower intimacy stat us categori es . 
. Finally, the relationshipS between s 'ex, ' idehtlty status, and' 
intimacy was assessed through a series of multivar iate ana l ys i s of 
variance computations on the Yufits and Rubin measures. No significant 
main effects or interaction was observed betwee n sex and identit y status 
on the Yufit measure. While no signi ficant mai n effects or inte r act i on 
was found on t he Rubin liking scale, a s i gn ificant s ex by i de nt it y s t a tu s 
interaction was observed on the Rubin l ove scale, X (3.8 0 ) = 2. 58 , 
E. < . as . Simpl e effect analyses r eveal ed m o ratorium male s we r e the 
l eas t likely of the fo ur statuses to be re p o rte dl y intimat e l y in l ove , w ith 
fo r eclo s ure mal es th e most likely t o be intimat e l y involved . In compari-
son, female s w ho we r e categorized as di ffusion o r foreclosur e youth 
We r e rep ort edl y l es s i ntimate l y i n volve d than moratorium and i de ntity 
achi eve d fe male s t u de nt s. Further , ide ntity a c hievement fe males w e re 
the mos t inc line d of the four ident i t y status fe male students t o b e in lo ve. 
Therefore, fo r eclo sur e m ales and achieve ment identity status fe male s 
were the mos t incline d towa r d a high self- r e ported s t at e of. b e ing in love . 
Overall, i dentity achieveme nt individua ls were mor e like l y than 
the remaining identity groups t o be fo und in higher intima c y status e s . 
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Uncommitted (M"ratorium and Diffusion) individuals were found to be 
lowe r in intimacy than committe d (Achievement andForeclosure) indivi-
duals. These findings suppo rt the hypothesis that suggests identity 
formation precedes intimacy attainment. 
On the overall ego-identity comparison, no significant sex 
differences were found. How e ver, sex differences were observed on 
the subscaies. While commitment to a specifi~ religious perspec tive 
was found more often arrlOng fe male students, more females were fo und 
to be politically diffused. In comparison, lnales tended to be more often 
in political and religious moratorium, searching for a commitment. 
In the overall measure of identity no significant sex differences 
were found between identity status measures and intima cy level (see 
Table 4). Howevpr , sex differences eme r ged when the relationship 
between the three subscales of the ego identity status measure and 
intimac y were assessed. Religious identity was related to le ve l of 
intimacy fo r females; occupational and political identity were associated 
with intimacy level for males. 
Intimacy Measures 
Interclass co rrelations of the Yufit's and Rubin measures of 
intimacy provide some evidence that these measures are collectively 
assessing certain indiv idual dimensions of interpersonal involvement. 
As would be expected the Yufit cor r e lated positively with the Rubin love, 
r = .20, E. < .04, but not liking scale, E. = .08, ns. Intimacy and love 
T a ble 4 
A Surrunary of Sex Diffe rences R e lated Findings 
Identity Status 
Measure 
Overall 
Occupation 
Politics 
Religion 
High Intimacy 
Male Female 
x 
x 
x 
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Note : An X in a given all implies a significant relationship between the 
two dimensions or variable s . 
are conceptually more clos e ly attached theoretically and practically 
than intimacy and liking. 
Further, three oneway analysis of variance, calculation were 
c omple ted on the five intima c y stages for the related inte rper sonal 
involvement measures of intimacy (Yufit), love and likin g (Rubin) . No 
significant difference was obs e rved on the Yufit measure, but the means 
were in the expected direction with low int imac y categories showing 
lower mean intimacy scores than high intimacy categories, E (4, 83) 
. 78,~. For both the Rubin loving, E (4. 83) = 8.10.E. < .001, and liking 
scales, E (4 . 83) = 3.20, .E. < .02, significant associations with intimacy 
stages were found. On both measures isolated individuals scored signi -
ficantly lower than preintimate and intimate persons. The r emaining 
two groups (Pseudointimate and Stereotyp ed) did not, however, 
significantly differ from the former groups and fell in between the 
isolated and preintimate -intimate intimacy persons. 
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Conclusion 
Identity and Intimac y 
According to Erikson's theory of human development, the 
psychological stage of identity versus identity diffusion must be success-
fully resolved before one can be truly intimate with another. This 
suggests individuals have to know themselves before they can give 
themselves to another. This theoretical proposition received only 
partial support in this sample. In general, identity achievement and 
moratorium subjects were more likely to be in advanced intimacy 
statuses. These findings are cons istent with the results by Orlofsky 
et al., ( 1973). However, diffusion and foreclosure status persons were 
found to be almost equally divided amongst the intimate and isolated 
categories, a finding discrepant with Orlofsky et al. This suggests that 
foreclosure and diffusion individuals are potentially capable of intimate 
relations. However, the descriptive data found here are inadequate to 
account for the explanation behind these findings. 
Therefo re, the premise (Orlofsky et al., 1973) that one has to 
establish a sense of identity before one can be capable of intimate rela-
tions must be qualified. Although our data suggest there is some pro-
bability that diffusion and foreclosure individuals were capable of having 
intimate relationships, the identity achievement status individuals were 
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the most likely to ha ve suc h depthful and committed relationships. 
Give n identity achievement individuals have compl eted ea.rlier develop-
mental commitments in their lives, it follows they may be ready to 
make heterosexual commitments. It seems likely that individuals who 
have not made commitments, nor readily understand the directions they 
wish to take in life, are more likely to develop superfician relationships 
void of any depthful commitments. Although pa~tiaily ~upportive ot" thi~ 
perspective, the data in this investigation suggest low identity persons 
m a y be able to achieve an intimate relationship, but these data likewise 
indicate the probability is not high. 
One might speculate that certain diffused persons may find their 
meaning through life not in self-made directions , but through their 
relations with another. Hence, for some , identity may evolve out of a 
form of "symbiotic togetherness." This suggests that some indi viduals 
derive a sense of self from a r e lationship that is in some way mutually 
advantageous and satisfying to both partners. 
Erich Fromm (1963) refers to a symbiotic union as an immature 
form of love. Those involved in such a relationship are totally dependant 
upon each other to such an extent they b ecome a part of each other, 
whereby individual integrity is surrendered. Life is impossible without 
the other partner. Their need for each other and desire to escape lone-
liness holds the symbiotic relationship together. Such a relationship, 
therefore, may limit more than fac ilitate individual growth and develop-
ment. 
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These data only give partial support to Orlofsky's et al., (1973) 
premise. The data obtained from the Orlofsky' s et al., male sample 
showed a direct relationship between identity and intimacy. Identity 
achieved and moratorium individuals were higher in their intimacy 
status than foreclosure and identity diffusion subjects. However, the 
data obtained from the combined sample of males and females in this 
, , I '" " 
thesis, as well as data from the breakdown of the sample by sex, suggests 
that only the identity achievement status is predictive of intimacy. Mora-
torium, foreclosure and diffusion individuals in the thesis sample were 
dispersed among the intimacy categories. Therefore, a more correct 
theoretical proposition might read that "identity achievement rna y be a 
sufficient but not necessary precondition to the formation of an intimate 
relationship . " 
Sex Differences 
Sex differences in the identity formation process have been 
advanced theoretically in several circles (e. g., Erikson, 1963; Douvan 
& Adelson, 1966). Further, Josselson's (1973) research indicates that 
the identity of males and females are different in quality and focus. For 
males it is occupational decisions; while for females it is interpersonal 
issues, personal satisfaction and concerns of becoming a better person. 
Although no significant diffe rence s were found in the pre sent study 
on the overall ego identity comparison, sex differences were found in the 
status subs cale s. More females than males had made a religious 
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commitment. More males were undergoin g r e ligious exploration. 
These findings are consistent with previous research findings (Sc h enk el 
& Marcia, 1972). Further, females were more diffused in political 
identity while more males were again in moratorium. Perhaps this is 
an indication that politics are a more important factor in a male's than 
a female's identity . Such an interpretation would be in agreement with 
Sc h e nke l and Marcia 's ( 1972) evidence eha.t few women internalize politi-
cal issues into their identity makeup. Therefore, sex differences on 
religion and political subscales infer that the components of identit y 
formation are different for men and women . 
No significant differences were found in the predictivenes s of 
identity s tage development for intimacy format ion. Howeve r, an assess-
ment of t h e subscales of identity and the intimacy statuses revealed 
some trends suppo rtive of previous research conclusions. Occupational 
identity was found to be more related to intimacy formation for mal es 
than for females. That is, for males, commitment to an occupation was 
likely to be predictive of highe r intima e y statuse s. Further, political 
commitments were likewis e predictive of higher intimac y stages for 
males, however not for females. In contrast , for women, achievement 
of a religious identity was associated with higher leve l s of intim.ac:y 
status. Therefore, religion seems to be more relevant to the li ves of 
females while politics are more relevant to the lives of males. 
In a comparison of samples, identity achievement and morat i rium 
women in this study were more similar to the ident ity a chi evement men 
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in the Orlofsky et al., (1973) data. A compar ison of males and females 
in this study revealed more identity achievement and moratorium males 
than females were isolates. This finding is not surprising. It has been 
suggested by the results of this study that occupation is an important 
factor in identity for males. Therefore, we might suspect that for 
males actively pursuing an occupational goal, especially in an academic 
'setfirig, w il1 ' lead to' sacrificing he't<irosexual commitments over occupa-
tional aspirations. This may indicate for s orne male s, that commit-
ment to a heterosexual relationships comes after achieving their occupa-
tional goal. Subscale measures on occupational identity and intimacy 
formation support this interpretation, 
Identity, Intimacy and Love 
This study included additional intimacy measures to determine 
if intimacy status is predictive of other affective intimacy measures. 
The intimacy statuses Were confirmed by the Rubin measure of love . 
The data suggest a stronger assoc iation between lo ve and intimacy than 
intimacy and liking. Individuals in higher versus lower intimacy statuses 
were found to have higher self-reported feelings of being in love. 
The se findings have implications for the affectional quality of 
relationships identity achievement individuals maintain. Since more 
identity achievement have intimate relationships, and inticnacy is closely 
related to love, it follows that love would be an essential component in 
intimat e relationships for identity achievement individuals. Thus, 
identity achievement individuals are likely to have intimate relation-
ships based on a self-repo r t e d fee ling of love. 
Summary 
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Orlofsky's et al., (1973) premise " .. . that genuine intimacy 
generally occurs only after a reasonable sense of identity has been 
established" (p . 2~8) re,c<;ive ,d onl);' l?a,rt,ial confirn:a~i9n. , J;hos,e ,hig\> 
in i dentity status were found in both stu di e s to be more likely to ha ve 
intimate relationships. However a d i screpancy does exist between the 
thesis data summarized here and Orlofsky's et al. findings. Orlofsky's 
findings suggest that identity is predictive of intimacy status. However, 
this study has evidence which suggests that only the identity achievement 
status is predictive of specific intimacy formation . Further, foreclosure, 
m o ratorium and diffusion individuals are capable of intimate relationships. 
It seems then , for sume, an intimate relationship w ith another is possible 
without first establishing a sens e of identity. The causal and explanatory 
reasons for this conclusion are yet to be explore d. 
Implications 
This study has several limitations and therefore requires addi-
tional research. First, Orlofsky et al., us ed students enrolled in an 
introductory psychology course. The sample for this study consisted 
of juniors and seniors who were residents of two housin g facilities on 
the campus of Utah State University. Hence this sample was more 
representative but small and not a true random sample. However, 
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it does represent a wide range of students (See Table 2). ro confirm the 
reliability of the results presented in this study a replication of this 
study is needed consisting of a larger and more representative sample. 
Secondly, although this study was not developmental in design, it has 
developmental implications. Longitudinal research is needed to find if 
a developmental trend exists between identity and intimacy which has 
been implied by this investigation. Lastly, sex differences have been 
reported in this study but they are descriptive in nature. Longitudinal 
resear c h should attempt to conc e ntrate on the underlying process of 
identity and intimac y formation for both sexe s. 
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Appendix A 
The Marcia Identity Status Interview 
Oc c upation 
You said you we r e majoring in _________ ___________ _ 
What do you plan to d o with you r deg ree? 
When did you come to decide on this area? 
Did you ever consider anything e l se? 
What seems attractive about ____ _ 
Most parents have plans for their children, things they'd like them to 
go into or do--did yours have any plans like t hat for you? _______ _ 
How do your lolks feel about you r plans now? 
How w illing do you t hink you'd be to c hange this if something better 
carne along? (If eubject responds: "What do you mean by better. ")- -
Well, what might be be tter in your terms? 
Religio n 
Do you ha ve any particular religi ous affiliation or pre ference? 
How a bout your fo lks? 
E ver ve r y active in church? How about now? 
Get into many r e ligious discussions? 
How do y our parents feel about you r belief now? 
Are yours any different from theirs ? 
Was there any time you came to doubt any of your re li gious be liefs? __ 
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How did you resolve your questions? 
How are things for you now? 
Politics 
Do you have any particular political prefe r ence? 
How a b out your parents'? 
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
Ever take any kind of political action--join groups, write lette rs, 
participate in demonstrations--anything at all like that ? 
Any issues you feel pretty strongly about? 
Any particular time when you decide d on your political beliefs? 
What did you think oi t he past e lection? 
Ego-Identity Status-Interview Rating Sheet 
Occupation ________________________ __ 
Religion _____________ _ 
Politic s ___________________________ _ - -Ide ology __________ _ 
IDENTITY STATUS ____________________ _ 
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Appendix B 
Marcia 's Incomplete Sentence Blank 
Please respond to the followin g partially con"lpleted sentences. Again, 
we would appreciate knowing your feelings and thoughts. 
1. For m e , success would be 
2. When I cons ider =y goals in the light of my fa=ily's goals 
3 . 1'= at my best when 
4. Sticking to one occupational c hoice 
5 . When I let myself go I 
6. I chose to co=e to this college after 
7. I know that I can alwa ys depend on 
8. (Choose one of the following) 
a. I a= 
b. I a= not 
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9. It seems I've always 
10. I wish I could make up my mind about 
11 . Getting involved in political activity 
12. What happens to me depends on 
13. As compared with lour years ago, I 
14. I belong to 
15. To change my mind about my feelings toward my faith or religion 
16. Ii one commits ones elf 
17 . Ten years fr om now, I 
18. It makes me fee l good when 
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Appendix C 
Intimacy Interview 
Is there anybody (guy or girl) who you' re pretty close with up h ere? 
_________________________ (at horne?) ______________________________ _ 
Do you see him/her frequent l y outside of school? 
,HPv.v ,clo,s,", PO "au, feel. with, him /he ,r 7 , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , , I r , , , , I I , , 
What does being close with someone mean to you? 
Do you ha ve a lot in c ammon with him /he r? What kinds of things 
What kinds of things do you talk about with him/her? 
Do you ever talk about personal matters? 
Can you discuss your problems w ith each other? 
Why would (do ) you discuss your problems with him/her in the first place? 
Are there any matters that you couldn't or wouldn't share with him/her 
about yourself? 
Do you find that you go out of your way to h elp each other out (lending 
car, money)? 
Do you generally prefer to be w ith friends or by yourself? 
The guy- girl that you spend the most time with: What in particular do 
you like about him/her? 
( dis like a bout him / he r? ) ____________________________________________ _ 
What does friendship mean to you? 
Do you date much? 
If no-
Have you ever dated (or spent time with a girl/guy)? 
Would you like to date (more)? 
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Are there any particular reasons why you haven 't dated much up 
to now? 
Have you ever dated one girl/guy exclusively? 
If no-
How often do you date? 
What kinds of things about a girl/guy would prompt you to ask 
het/hiln o'ut' again ? 
Do you usually date several persons at the same time? 
In the course of your dating, have you ever met a girl/ guy with 
whom you would like to have an enduring relationship? 
(What happened)? 
What do you think has prevented you from doing this up to now? 
What in particular do you like or find attractive about her /him? 
People sometimes get on each other's nerves in some way or another. 
Is there anything about him/her that you dislike? 
Are you able to dis cus s it with him / h e r ? 
Do you ever fight? 
About any particular things, or around any particular themes? 
Do you feel you function well as a couple? (like working, playing together? ) 
___________________ (any competition between you? ) 
How about the sexual side of the relationship ... is it good? 
How important a part does sex occupy in the relationship? 
... Are you in love with him/her? 
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Is one of you more in love or more involved in the relationship than the 
other? 
Which of you is more jealous or possessive in general ? 
Where do you want this relationship to go in the futur e? 
Have you discussed future plans with him/her? 
Do you foresee any long-term commitment to each other? 
What do you see as the main problem that the two of you have to work 
out ,,;s ,a, ~o,ul;'l~? ' , , , , , , , 
Had you been w ith any other boys/girls previous to her/him? 
How does the intensity of feeling in this relationship compare 
with previous experiences? 
Could your relationship be improved in any ways? 
What kinds of changes? 
Are you happy in the relationship? 
How crucia l is this relationship to your present and future happiness ? 
For all 5s 
What is a meaningful or good relationship as Y01l se e it? 
How much of that do you feel you rve atta ined? 
What kinds of changes would you like to see in the way you relate with 
others? 
Name __________ Age __ Grade ___ Major _______ _ 
Name of parents _________ Home Address __________ _ 
Last grade father completed Last grade mother complet ed __ 
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Appendix D 
Yufit's Intimacy Isolation Questionnaire 
This checklist is part of a program which attempts to find what 
peopl e enjoy, what things they like to do or have happen to them, and 
what things they dislike. The following activities have been collected 
fro'm' a: grea't many 'different ' p·ets"n's .' 'B'y 'cllecKirig 'tliis iis't you 'w'ill ' 
indicate a variety of things which you like and dislike. 
DIRECTIONS: Before each stateme nt ther e are thre e choices. Circle 
the one that best describes how you feel a bout the item. 
3 - if the item describes an activity or event which you like or 
would enjoy 
2 - if the item describes an activity or event which you are 
indifferent to 
- if the item describes an activity or event which you dislike 
or would find unpleasant 
Please answer all questions. 
3 2 l. Suffering for a good cause or for someone I love . 
3 2 2. Talking about how i t feels to be in love. 
3 2 3. Conquering my fears and doubts and attacking a problem 
head on. 
3 2 4. Trusting people . 
3 2 5. Trying to describe my innermost feelings to others. 
3 2 6. Having someone who is very emotional for a friend. 
3 2 7. Discussing with youn ger people what they think or feel about 
things and what they like to do . 
3 2 8. Falling madly in love. 
3 2 9. Being constant in my affections. 
3 2 10. Enjoying th e cOnlpany of anyone I ' m with. 
3 2 11. Being with people who are always fun-loving, gay, and 
amusing. 
3 2 12. Searching with ways of getting along with someone even 
after it seems he ' s impossible. 
3 2 13. Running something very soft against my skin. 
3 2 14. Feeling intensely about someone or something. 
3 2 15. Seeki ng solutions to inner conflicts, moral problems, and 
spiritual dilemmas. 
3 2 16. Leading an active soc ial life 
3 2 17. Comforting someone who is feeling low. 
3 2 
3 2 
3 2 
18. Seeking to explain the beha vior of people who are 
emotionally unstable. 
19. Lending things I value to a friend. 
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20. Talking with people about their innermost feelings and 
difficulties. 
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Appendix E 
Rubin 's Liking Scale 
DIRECTIONS: Read the following statements, filling in the blanks with 
a person of the opposite sex in mind. Circle the number which most 
strongly agrees with how you feel about the statement. Use the following 
scale: 
5 - s,tr,oI)g)Y ,agree 
4 - mildly agree 
3 - undecided 
2 - mildly disagree 
- strongly disagree 
SA MA 
1. When I am with '"7'---
in the same mood. 
we are almost always 5 4 
2. I think that ____ is usually well-adjusted 
3. I would highly recommend ___ for a 
responsible job. 
4. In my opinion, ____ is an except ionally 
mature person. 
5 . I have great confidence in 
judgement. 
's good 
6 . Most people would react very· favorably to 
_ _ after a brief acquaintance. 
7. I think that 
each other. 
8. I would vote for 
election. 
9. I think that 
and I are quite similar to 
in a class or group 
is one of thos e people 
who quickly wins respect. 
10. I feel that __ is an extremely intelligent 
person. 
II. is one of the most likable people I know. 
12. is the sort of person whom I myself 
would like to be. 
13. It seems to me that it is very easy for 
to gain adITliration. 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 4 
5 4 
U MD SD 
3 2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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Appendix F 
Rubin 's Loving Scale 
DIRECTIONS: Read the following statements, filling in the blanks with 
a person of the opposite sex in mind. Circle the nUITlber which most 
strongl y agrees with how you feel about the stateITlent. Use the following 
scale: 
5 - strongly agree 
4' - ' mildly ' agree 
3 - undecided 
2 - mildly disagree 
- strongly disagree 
1. If were feeling badly, my first 
duty would be to cheer hiITl (her) up. 
2. I feel that I can confide in 
virtually everything. 
about 
3. I would find it easy to ignore ___ 's 
faults. 
4. I would do almost anything for _____ . 
5 . I fee l very possessive toward ___ _ 
6 . If I could never be with I would 
---feel miserable. 
7. Ii I were lonely my first thought would be 
to seek out. 
8. One of my primary concerns is 
welfare. 
9 . I would forgive ___ for practically 
anything. 
's 
10. I feel responsible for ___ 's well- being . 
II . Wh en I am with , I spend a great 
deal of time just looking at him (her). 
12. I would greatly enjoy being confided i n 
by ___ _ 
13. It would be ha rd for me to get along without 
SA MA 
5 4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
U MD SD 
3 2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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